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As part of the GNAM Global Network Week: Urban Resilience and Inclusive Prosperity, the team of
Edgardo Flores of Tecnologico Monterrey, Yogesh Garg of the Indian Institute of Management at
Bangalore, and Jillian Howell of the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies
investigated critical infrastructure interdependencies at the University of British Columbia
Vancouver. They sought to identify the components of UBC’s critical infrastructure system that
should be prioritized moving forward to make UBC more resilient in the face of potential acute
shocks and longer term impacts. Using benchmark cities as case studies to identify relevant
responses to shocks, the team recommended prioritizing electricity and water systems, and also
implementing a resilience fund to address standard maintenance and repairs of infrastructure as
well as disaster mitigation/preparation and responses/rebuilding efforts in the aftermath of a shock
event.
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Presentation Notes
My name is Jillian Howell, I’m a first year master of environmental management candidate at the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies based in New Haven, Connecticut in the United States.  I’m from Boston, and  have a background in environmental consulting, and am focusing my degree on environmental justice and extractive energy industries.  My team members are Edgardo Flores, a student at Tecnológico de Monterrey, majoring in  Energy Administration, with focus on oil and gas markets.  He is also an accountant and lawyer and currently works in a tax firm that provides assistance on infrastructure and green energy projects.  Yogesh Garg is from India and is pursuing a post-graduate program in Enterprise Management from the Indian Institute of Management Bangalore.  He has a Bachelor's degree in engineering with a specialization in information technology from Rajiv Gandhi Technological University.  He has worked for 12 years in telecommunications and medical device development and is currently a technical manager at Samsung.Our project is on critical infrastructure interdependencies - our client was Doug Doyle, of the University of British Columbia Engineering Department.  We want to thank Doug for the opportunity to work on this project and for providing us with guidance and knowledge about UBC’s systems, as well as Paul Holt at the Campus Energy Center, David Gill for the coordination of meetings, and Murali for guidance and feedback on our presentation leading us to this point.  



• Purpose and Methods
• UBC Background and Context
• Critical Infrastructure
• Interdependencies
• Acute Shocks and Other Potential Impacts
• Benchmark Cities and Responses
• Strategies and Recommendations
• Q & A

Outline
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Presentation Notes
I want to set a road map for the rest of this presentation: we’ll start with the purpose of this project, why it is an important issue to look at, and how we went about it.  We’ll briefly set the scene with background on UBC and why it is a unique context. We’ll outline critical infrastructure and define what exactly we were looking at, before we link everything together and see how the pieces fit.  We define acute shocks and other longer term potential impacts that could impact UBC’s critical infrastructure.  We’ll briefly talk about benchmark cities as case studies, before focusing on their responses to shocks that may be applicable to UBC’s context, which is where we drew major conclusions to inform our strategies and recommendations.  Finally, we’ll have plenty of time for Q&A - there is a lot of information here that we are skimming over, so we wanted to leave plenty of time to come back to pieces folks find the most interesting to focus on during the Q & A.



Purpose and Methods

• Objective: Identify the infrastructure area(s) of greatest need/importance 
o Which system, should it be disrupted, would have the greatest impact 

on the other infrastructure pieces and the UBC population? 
• How?

o Understand Governance Structure and Stakeholders of UBC
o Use Benchmark Cities to identify responses that could be replicated at 

UBC
o Our team’s greatest asset is diversity in experience, background and 

knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this project was to identify the pieces of critical infrastructure with the greatest need or importance.  We’ll define what exactly we mean by infrastructure a bit more in depth in a few slides, but think big systems - electricity, water, stormwater sewers, transportation networks - all of these are critical infrastructure components are critical, but given limited resources, what areas should be addressed first if we are thinking about resiliency planning? What should be prioritized not only because of its individual importance as a system, but because of how it is connected to and affects others systems.We set out to try to answer these questions through a few methods. First, we tried to wrap our head around the UBC context, specifically what critical infrastructure systems were present, who the stakeholders are, and the governance structure surrounding them.  We then looked to three benchmark cities, each of us took a city we were familiar with that had experiences and responded to a shock event, which we will also define later, and looked for lessons that may be transferable to UBC’s context. This is a complicated issue that we by no means have figured out in a few weeks time, but hopefully with our diversity in experience, background, knowledge, and really just a fresh set of eyes we’ll be able to offer some conclusions and strategies for thinking about how to make UBC’s critical infrastructure more resilient.



UBC Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is the UBC context unique?We won’t spend too much time on this because I think we all spent the past few weeks and especially our time at UBC learning about the context, but four important components worth mentioning:Size: 400+ hectares with a population of 54,236 students and 14,553 faculty/staffLocation: located on the westernmost tip of the Point Grey Peninsula  surrounded by forest & ocean, about 30 minutes (by bus) to downtown VancouverGovernance: perhaps the most unique component - UBC operates largely as its own municipality, but relies on supply of and support from the greater Vancouver area Diverse Stakeholders: Residents, students, faculty and staff



Critical Infrastructure: Electricity

• Electricity provided by BC Hydro via 
2 transmission lines

• UBC owns & operates 2 sub-
stations:
o North Campus sub-station
o South Campus sub-station

• Stakeholders: UBC staff and 
students, neighborhood residents, 
BC Hydro

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Electricity provided by BC Hydro via 2 transmission linesUBC owns & operates 2 sub-stations:North Campus sub-station distributes to all academic and student housing facilitiesSouth Campus sub-station provides to all the academic research buildings South.Stakeholders: UBC (staff 15,600 in 2016), BC Hydro and Students (54,200 in 2016), neighborhoods on campus.



Critical Infrastructure: Electr. Back-Up

• Diesel-Fueled Back-Up Generators 
o 50,000 Liters of accessible diesel fuel
o 300,000 Liters near former steam plant
o Power capability range depends on the time of year

 E.g., Temperature, campus capacity
o Deep storage
o Seismically vulnerable
o No mechanism of distribution
o Supply chain problem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Power capability range of the 50,000 L of diesel is approximately 12-18 hours to 2 months



Critical Infrastructure: Buildings

• Residential Housing
• Institutional Buildings

o Facilities include major structures such 
as the UBC library, Museum of 
Anthropology, Beaty Biodiversity 
Museum, Thunderbird Sports Centre 

• Stakeholders
o UBC
o Students, faculty, researchers
o Residents
o Donors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Residential Housing •Residence beds: 11,700 (2017)Institutional Buildings •Facilities at UBC’s Vancouver Campus•UBC Library•Museum of Anthropology•The Beaty Biodiversity Museum•The UBC Farm•Doug Mitchell Thunderbird Sports CentreStakeholders: UBC, students and donors



https://farm6.staticflickr.com/5228/5650828243_e8a5dcc467_z.jpg

Critical Infrastructure: Transportation

• Transportation
o Roads: limited access into and out of UBC via bus or personal 

vehicles
o Sea: Coast guard and sea evacuation cited as a possible route of 

evacuation in case of emergencies



Critical Infrastructure: Comms

• Emergency Communication Systems 
o Two systems of notification of incidents using voice messaging, email 

and text messaging to Electoral Area A.  
1. University of British Columbia operates an emergency 

notification system available to the residents of the Campus 
and University Neighborhood

2. Both systems are voluntary, require residents to provide 
contact info



Critical Infrastructure: Water

• Potable water provided by Metro Vancouver via 2
water lines from a reservoir in Pacific Spirit Park:
o University Boulevard supplies

UBC’s pumping stations which distributes to the
high pressure zone

o West 16th Avenue (supplies low
o pressure zone only)

• UBC owns and operate the campus-
wide water system and is responsible
for maintenance

• Risk in terms of redundancy



Critical Infrastructure: Sanitary Sewer
Responsibility Own and Operates

Customers Academic, Neighborhood

Funding Academic - UBC pays commodity
Neighborhood - 85% of metered 
water consumption

Decision Maker Metro Vancouver decides on 
supply and commodity cost

Stakeholders Metro Vancouver,
Academic, Neighborhood

Risks • Uncertainty over cost
• Uncertainty over infrastructure 

ownership

Facts
❑ Total Consumption 85% of water 
❑ Neighborhood Consumption 85% of water 
❑ Total Commodity Cost $1.46m 
❑ Commodity Cost Recovery 
❑ $1.48m ($0.45m from neighborhoods) 

Sanitary sewer is discharged into Metro Vancouver sewer system. Campus-
wide sanitary and storm sewer systems are completely separate. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk on Uncertainty over infrastructure ownership (e.g. need to upgrade GVSDD main from south campus; risk from cliff erosion to sanitary sewer pipes on Marine Drive north of campus). 



Critical Infrastructure: Stormwater
Responsibility Own and Operates
Customers Academic, Neighborhood

Funding Academic
UBC funds operation and maintenance. 
Infrastructure Impact Charges fund new infra
Neighborhood 
UNA’s pays for operations and maintenance

Decision Maker Metro Vancouver decides on supply 
and commodity cost

Stakeholders Metro Vancouver, Academic, 
Neighborhood

Risks • Uncertainty over long-term 
replacement costs

• Metro Vancouver contribution to 
‘spiral drain’ storm infrastructure

• Cliff erosion 
• Lack of regulatory framework

Facts
❑ Total Pipe Length: 

185,808 meters (incl 56,009m of field/building drain tile)
❑ Neighborhood Pipe Length:

11,603 meters
❑ Spiral Drain System 70-80 years old

Stormwater discharges into 4 catchment areas which then drain into the 
ocean. Campus-wide sanitary and storm sewer systems are separate. 



Critical Infrastructure: Natural Gas
Responsibility Distribution
Customers Academic, Neighborhood( 3 areas)

Fortis BC provides natural gas to 3 
other neighborhood areas

Funding Academic
UBC funds operation, maintenance and long-term 
replacement costs
Neighborhood 
Residents pay UBC at Fortis BC market rates

Decision Maker Fortis BC decides on supply and 
commodity cost

Supplier Shell Energy North America

Risks • UBC’s system is also reaching 
supply capacity

Facts
❑ Total Consumption (where UBC provides service) 

247,648 GJ
❑ Neighborhood Consumption (where UBC provides service) 

14,250 cu ft
❑ Total Commodity Cost: $1.72m
❑ Commodity Cost Recovery $1.37m ($0.16m from 

neighborhoods)



Critical Infrastructure: Finance

$315M
❑ Major building projects ($135M)

❑ Building renovations/additions
($96M)

❑ Equipment and furnishings
($73M)

❑ Capital infrastructure ($12M)

Presenter
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Consolidated Revenues$2.388B $2.297B 2016–17 total consolidated expenses2016–17 total consolidated revenuesexpense categoryrevenue categoryA Faculties ($914M)Operating expenses of the faculties, including salaries and benefitsof faculty and staff, teaching support for students, and supplies.B Research ($435M)The cost of supporting UBC research through functions such asstrategic research planning, services for UBC researchers andsupport of research facilities.C Expenses from central units ($400M)Expenses relating to services provided on campus, including studenthousing, food services, the bookstore and parking.D Facilities ($315M)Building maintenance costs including repairs, utilities, wastemanagement, landscaping, plus insurance and campus security.E Other expenses ($233M)Includes expenses incurred from specific purpose activities andawards, and expenses incurred from UBC’s subsidiaries.1 Provincial operating grant ($598M)2 Tuition and fees ($524M)Student tuition and fees, comprising domestic students,international students, graduate students and professionalprograms on campus.3 Revenue from faculties and central units ($468M)Revenue from services provided on campus, including studenthousing, food services, the bookstore and parking, and otherfaculty revenues.4 Research ($414M)Contributions from corporations and foundations to cover a portionof the University’s research, plus the federal grant to cover costsassociated with Tri-council research.5 Other revenue ($316M)Includes revenue recognized from specific purpose activities andawards, and revenue earned from UBC's subsidiaries.6 Endowment investment income ($68M)Consolidated Expenses$2.297B 2016–17 total consolidated expenses2016–17 total consolidated revenuesexpense categoryrevenue categoryA Faculties ($914M)Operating expenses of the faculties, including salaries and benefitsof faculty and staff, teaching support for students, and supplies.B Research ($435M)The cost of supporting UBC research through functions such asstrategic research planning, services for UBC researchers andsupport of research facilities.C Expenses from central units ($400M)Expenses relating to services provided on campus, including studenthousing, food services, the bookstore and parking.D Facilities ($315M)Building maintenance costs including repairs, utilities, wastemanagement, landscaping, plus insurance and campus security.E Other expenses ($233M)Includes expenses incurred from specific purpose activities andawards, and expenses incurred from UBC’s subsidiaries.



Interdependencies

Drainage 
System

❑ Storm
Drainage

❑ Sanitary 
Sewerage Finance

❑ Tuition Fees

❑ In-campus 
Services

Energy
❑ Electricity

❑ Natural Gas
Water Supply

❑ Hot Water

❑ Drinking Water

Emergency 
Services

❑ Security

❑ Fire Fighting

Communication
❑ UBC

❑ Electoral Area A

Transportation

❑ Bus Service

❑ Coast Guard 
Pickup

❑ Private Vehicles

❑ Metro

Housing
❑ UBC

❑ Neighborhood
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These are 8 critical infrastructures of UBC. Based on interdependencies among them and their utility while acute shock, we prioritized them into 4 levels.Level 1- FinanceLevel 2- Energy and Water supplyLevel 3- TransportationLevel 4- Communication, Housing, Drainage system, and Emergency servicesInterdependencies network( Bi-directional dependencies)1) Finance is dependent and dependee for Housing,  Drainage system, Energy, Transportation and Water supplyFinance- Energy -> Electricity infrastructure, distribution and maintenance contributes to Capital expendituresFinance- Drainage system –> Drainage system maintenance is also contributes to Capital expendituresFinance- Water Supply-> Funding for water supply UBC does, and UBC generates revenues through water services such as Hot water supply and Drinking water Finance- Housing –> Housing is one of the important revenue contributor, and it is also one of the big expenditure pie.Finance-Transportation -> Road maintenance consumes fund from finance department2) Water Supply is dependent and dependee on Energy, Housing, and financeWater supply – Housing -> Hot water supply and drinking water supply are major services to housing, which includes both UBC academics and neighborhoodWater supply – Energy -> Electricity is being used by UBC centralized hot water center for boilers and other electrical equipment3) Energy is dependent and dependee on Communication, Housing, Transportation, Water supply, and financeEnergy – Housing -> Natural gas and electricity supplies are major services to housing, which includes both UBC academics and neighborhoodEnergy- Communication -> Electricity is being used by any electrical communication devices, such as speakers or radio station, websites(servers need electricity)Energy- Transportation -> Transportation of diesel for electricity backup.4) Transportation is dependent and dependee on Emergency services, Housing, Transportation, Energy, and financeTransportation – Housing->All housing residents need good connectivity across the cityTransportation – Emergency services -> Roads should be in good shape for emergency services arrival and they need direct commute/ priority commute path5) Communication is dependent and dependee on Emergency services, and EnergyCommunication – Emergency services-> On acute shocks reliable communication to emergency services is of highest priority6) Drainage system is dependent and dependee on Housing, and FinaceDrainage system – Housing-> Housing needs high quality storm and sanitary drainage system   



Responses from Benchmark Cities 

• Examined responses from other cities during times of acute shocks
and other impacts
o City Criteria: chosen locations have already suffered an acute

shock and are contexts we are familiar with
o Draw conclusions and co-opt relevant, successful responses

• Mexico City, Mexico
• Surat, India
• Boston, USA



• Acute Shock: Earthquake
o Densely populated urban area
o Damage to infrastructure, loss of life

• Mexico City law and guidance for natural
disasters
○ “Ley del Sistema de Protección Civil del

Distrito Federal”
 Guidelines
 Public organizations
 Responsibilities
 Actions

Benchmark City: Mexico City, Mexico 

Presenter
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1,485 square km land in the center of MéxicoPopulation: 8.9 million2.6 million houses (99% houses have electricity)The earthquakes are principals problems of the city that combined with overpopulation and without control in development infrastructure have high risk1985: 8.1 earthquake in the Richter scale2017: 7.1 earthquake in the Richter scaleConsequencesCost lives (more than 10 thousand – 355)Infrastructure (4 – 1.6 billions of dollars)Damage in houses and buildings (757 – 38 buildings)Psychological damage



• Acute Shock: Flooding 
• Affected nearly 90% of households
• Crippled the economy

Resilience Strategy Pillars
• Connectivity/mobility services & 

regulations
• Affordable housing
• Water availability and quality
• Employment and economic dependency
• Ecosystem and environmental regulations
• Upscaling of public health
• Social cohesion

Benchmark Cities: Surat, India 



• Acute Shock: Terrorism and Security Threats 
o Boston Marathon Bombing April 2013

• Response to the event was well-coordinated and organized, with local 
and state authorities taking the lead and federal agencies providing 
support and resources

Benchmark Cities: Boston, USA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On Monday, April 15, 2013, several hours into the running of the Boston Marathon, two bombs exploded seconds apart at the crowded finish line. The response that followed was a coordinated effort between local Boston and state level authorities with support from the federal level.  A clear chain of command was established, and deference was given to local knowledge and authorities with necessary resources and support provided from higher levels.  Initial response included immediate medical attention and emergency management by first responders, police, fire, as well as bystanders.  The area was quickly secured and evacuated.  The city was largely shut down and a shelter in place order was given to tens of thousands of Boston residents while an investigation was started and  suspects were pursued.  Constant media updates from authorities were provided.  A major question that emerged was, what is the proper balance to strike between ensuring security and imposing restrictions on civil society?In the aftermath, Boston had a strong community response, rallying around the  “Boston Strong” campaign, demonstrating resolve to move ahead and begin the healing process.  This is not without criticism, as some groups felt excluded from the campaign.  



Acute & Long Term Shocks
• Acute Shocks

o Natural Disaster 
 Wildfire, storm events

o Financial Breakdown 
o Cyber Attack 
o Security Threats/Terrorism 

• Long Term Impacts from Climate 
Change
o Sea Level Rise
o Water Shortage 
o Flooding



Strategies and Recommendations 
1) Energy and Electricity: Critical to essential UBC functions
2) Water: Lack of redundancy and necessary for sustaining the population
3) Resilience Fund: Identify channels to divert resources for standard

maintenance and repair, but also mitigation/preparation efforts and
disaster response

4) Create detailed, event specific evacuation and emergency plan: Focus 
on detailed logistics, identify most vulnerable populations, look at 
exit/entry strategies and safe UBC locations

5) Use resilience lens for all campus Improvements and developments
6) Create social cohesion: many distinct populations within the UBC 

community, focus on commonalities
7) Reinforce Cyber Security/IT Infrastructure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We identified seven critical areas of need, and for the sake of time, I’m going to focus on the first three that we think are the top priorities.1) Energy and Electricity Should electricity be compromised, institutional UBC buildings are equipped with diesel-powered emergency generators for basic functioning of buildings.  Critical to maintain the functioning of the hospital, academic buildings where power is needed for laboratory research, and the distribution of water There is diesel on site, but UBC needs to ensure there are mechanisms in place to access the diesel reserves in deep storage, or keep transportation open to obtain diesel from outside sources. 2) Water - lack of redundancy with only 2 water pipelines.  If these are compromised, UBC won’t be able to make it 72 hours during a time of disaster.  Need to investigate setting up a water supply on the campus.3) Resilience Fund  Identify channels to divert funds not only for standard maintenance and repair, but also mitigation/preparation and disaster response and repairs.  UBC has the resources, especially with revenue from real estate and they need to prioritize setting funds aside specifically for resiliency related preparation and response.  We know that UBC’s main business is academic, but in order to ensure that UBC can continue to function, some resources need to be spent here.4) Create specific evacuation plan, identify safe rallying buildings/locations Focus on detailed logistics, identify most vulnerable populations, exit/entry strategies.  Current plan is to general and is not specific for individual events - responses to an earthquake are significantly different than an active shooter or terrorist situation.5) Use Resilience Lens to Campus Improvements/Developments6) Create social cohesionMany isolated populations including residents in neighborhoods, non-residential students, students living on campus, international vs. Canadian students. Identify social issues, focus on commonalities and create a culture that focuses on commonalities of being a part of UBC community that values common good and resilience.6) Cyber Security/IT Infrastructure This was notably absent from emergency planning.  



http://ubclfs-wine.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2011/07/ub√

Questions?



Resources
❑ UBC Energy and Water Departament – Energy Annual Usage Story. 

https://public.tableau.com/views/UBCEnergyStoryExtracted/UBCCampusEnergyStory?:embed=y&:
display_count=yes&:toolbar=no&:showVizHome=no

❑ The University of British Columbia – 2016/17 UBC Annual Report https://annualreport.ubc.ca/
❑ Forbes México - ¿Por qué el costo de los sismos de 2017 no se compara al de 1985?.

https://www.forbes.com.mx/por-que-el-costo-de-los-sismos-de-2017-no-se-compara-al-de-1985/
❑ UBC Point Grey Campus Service Delivery, July 2016
❑ UBC Financial Report 2016 and 2017
❑ Surat Resilience Strategy -

http://www.100resilientcities.org/strategies/surat/
❑ https://sustain.ubc.ca
❑ http://energy.ubc.ca/ubcs-utility-infrastructure
❑ https://www.suratmunicipal.gov.in/

https://www.forbes.com.mx/por-que-el-costo-de-los-sismos-de-2017-no-se-compara-al-de-1985/
https://www.suratmunicipal.gov.in/


Resources

 Walls RM, Zinner MJ. The Boston Marathon response – why did it work so well? JAMA (2013) 
309(23):2441–2. doi:10.1001/jama.2013.5965

 Biddinger PD, Baggish A, Harrington L, d’Hemecourt P, Hooley J, Jones J, et al. Be prepared –
the Boston Marathon and mass casualty events. N Engl J Med (2013) 368:1958–60. 
doi:10.1056/NEJMp1305480

 Hanfling D (2014) Boston bombings and resilience – what do we mean by this? Front. Public 
Health 2:25. doi: 10.3389/fpubh.2014.00025

 https://censusreporter.org/profiles/16000US2507000-boston-ma/
 http://www.100resilientcities.org/cities/boston/
 http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-

planning/PlanningPublications/ElectoralAreaAEmergencyManagementPlan.pdf

https://censusreporter.org/profiles/16000US2507000-boston-ma/
http://www.100resilientcities.org/cities/boston/
http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/PlanningPublications/ElectoralAreaAEmergencyManagementPlan.pdf


Appendices

The following slides include additional research into Benchmark Cities not 
included within the March 16, 2018, presentation.



• Acute Shock: Earthquake
o The earthquakes are principals problems of the city that 

combined with overpopulation and without control in 
development infrastructure have high risk

o 1985: 8.1 earthquake in the Richter scale
o 2017: 7.1 earthquake in the Richter scale

• Consequences
o Cost lives (more than 10 thousand – 355)
o Infrastructure (4 – 1.6 billions of dollars)
o Damage in houses and buildings (757 – 38 buildings)
o Psychological damage

Benchmark City: Mexico City

Presenter
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https://censusreporter.org/profiles/16000US2507000-boston-ma/



• 100 Resilient Cities: Released its Resilience Strategy on July 13, 2017. 

• Population: 672,840, greater Boston 4.8 million

Benchmark City: Boston

• 48.4 square miles land situated on the 
Atlantic Ocean

• Official elevation is 19 ft (5.8 m) above sea 
level.

• The highest point 330 feet (100 m) 
above sea level, and the lowest point 
is at sea level.

• Academic institutions, transportation and 
cultural hub

• Why? Emergency response and climate 
are located

Presenter
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https://censusreporter.org/profiles/16000US2507000-boston-ma/



Long Term Shock: Climate Change
• Boston is a coastal city: climate change presents significant shocks and

stresses, including flooding
• In 2013, the Organization for Economic Co- operation and Development

(OECD) ranked Boston the eighth-highest metropolitan area worldwide in
expected annual economic losses due to coastal flooding.

• Major impact potential to critical infrastructure such as Logan International
Airport, MBTA stations, the Boston Convention and Exhibition Center, and
the Seaport World Trade Center, primary data center, central fleet
maintenance, six neighborhood emergency shelters, and Boston Police
Department’s telephone and computer communications.

• Boston has experienced 21 weather-related events that triggered federal
or state disaster declarations since 1991.

Benchmark City: Boston



• The Surat city released its Resilience Strategy on April 18, 2017. 

• Population: 4,467,797(4.4 million)
• Area: 326.515 km2, 
• Density: 14,000/km2
• On the banks of the river Tapi 
• Serves as a trade link between India and 

the Gulf countries
• Altitude: 13 meters (m.) above mean sea 

level
• Highest growth rates in the country and a 

10-fold population rise

Benchmark City: Surat, India

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://censusreporter.org/profiles/16000US2507000-boston-ma/



Benchmark City: Surat
Acute Shock: Sea level rise and flooding

• Nearly 90 per cent of the households 
were affected

• Crippled the economy



Benchmark City: Surat, India
Resilience Strategy - Organized around seven key pillars

1. CONNECTIVITY & 
MOBILITY SERVICES AND 
REGULATION

Implement an efficient traffic 
management system and move 
towards ensuring an adequate public 
transport system

2. AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Improve outlook and maintenance of 
affordable housing, and use 
engineering and technology to 
better provide it

3. WATER AVAILABILITY AND 
QUALITY

With a growing population, Surat must 
act to meet future water demand



Benchmark City: Surat, India
Resilience Strategy - Organized around seven key pillars

4. DOMINANT SECTORS OF EMPLOYMENT & 
ECONOMIC DEPENDENCY

Diversify Surat's industry
and develop skills to 
strengthen the city’s 
economy.

5. ECOSYSTEM & ENVIRONMENTAL 
REGULATION

Growth in industry and 
population density 
threatens to harm Surat’s 
natural ecosystem and 
its people

7. UPSCALING OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Support healthier citizens 
to create a healthier city

6. SOCIAL COHESION
A city vulnerable to floods 
and other challenges 
must have strong social 
capital
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